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Summary

The south-central Hikurangi subduction margin (North Island, New Zealand) has a wide, low-taper accretionary wedge that is frontally accreting a > 3 km-thick layer of sediments, with deformation currently focused near the toe of the wedge. We use a geological model based on a depth-converted seismic section, together with physically realistic parameters for fluid pressure, and sediment and décollement friction based on laboratory experiments, to investigate the present-day force balance in the wedge. Numerical models are used to establish the range of physical parameters compatible with the present-day wedge geometry and mechanics. Our analysis shows that the accretionary wedge stability and taper angle require either high to moderate fluid pressure on the plate interface, and/or weak frictional strength along the décollement. The décollement beneath the outer wedge requires a relatively weaker effective strength than beneath the inner (consolidated) wedge. Increasing density and cohesion with depth make it easier to attain a stable taper within the inner wedge, while anything that weakens the wedge- such as high fluid pressures and weak faults - make it harder. Our results allow a near-hydrostatic wedge fluid pressure, sub-lithostatic fluid overpressure at the subduction interface, and friction coefficients compatible with measurements from laboratory experiments on weak clay minerals.
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1. Introduction

The rate and style of accretion at convergent margins exerts a fundamental control on the mechanical strength and fluid state of sediments along and above the subduction plate boundary décollement (e.g., Moore et al. 1990; Casey Moore et al. 1998; von Huene and Klaeschen 1999; Kopp and Kukowski 2003; Moore et al. 2007). Conversely, the frictional properties, fluid state, and the geometry of stratigraphic units undergoing deformation within the décollement influence the long-term growth and morphology of an accretionary wedge because they control its basal strength, and hence the maximum permissible wedge taper angle (Dahlen 1990). The relationship between décollement properties and wedge geometry implies that the dynamics of accretionary wedges and the larger-scale subduction process are closely linked. Décollement strength and stability also control the occurrence and frequency of large megathrust earthquakes that severely affect human livelihood and infrastructure (e.g., Scholz 1998; Kodaira et al. 2004; den Hartog and Spiers 2013).

The first-order frictional strength of a wedge’s basal décollement can be estimated using a static force balance approach via the analytical critical wedge theory (Davis et al. 1983; Dahlen 1990). Critical wedge calculations commonly assume constant values for the frictional strength and fluid overpressure state of the wedge and décollement, although modifications can be made to consider variations in fluid overpressure and/or density with depth (Skarbek and Rempel 2017). However, many accretionary systems are not fully described by assuming a critical wedge force balance, because they pass transiently through several non-critical states as the strength of upper plate faults and of the décollement vary laterally and evolve through time (see review in Buiter 2012). Understanding the transient
nature of wedge dynamics and its effect on present-day conditions is necessary to determine whether a subduction décollement is strong or weak, how stress is accumulated along it, and whether it will potentially slip in large earthquakes (Wang and Hu 2006). Analogue and numerical forward models have extended critical wedge theory and highlighted the strong impact of heterogeneous material properties that vary in space and time on the evolution of non-critical thrust wedges (eg, Colletta et al. 1991; Storti and McClay 1995; Koyi and Vendeville 2003; Smit et al. 2003; Schreurs et al. 2006; Yamada et al. 2006; Buiter 2012).

Here, we use numerical dynamic models to investigate heterogeneous wedge dynamics of an active convergent margin – the Hikurangi subduction zone of New Zealand. Despite an absence of megathrust earthquakes recorded historically on the Hikurangi subduction zone during New Zealand’s short (ca. 150 years) historic earthquake record, the subduction fault is considered to pose a large seismic and tsunami hazard (Stirling et al. 2012; Power et al. 2016; Clark et al., 2019). In addition, the offshore Hikurangi accretionary wedge exhibits major along-strike variations in wedge morphology, with a steep narrow wedge (north Hikurangi) transitioning to an extremely wide, low-taper wedge (southern Hikurangi; Wallace et al., 2009; Fagereng 2011). This is mirrored by a change from shallow to deep interseismic coupling on the subduction interface (Wallace et al. 2004). Determining the mechanical cause of such along-strike variations is critical to future estimates of seismic risk of the Hikurangi margin, and to inform subduction studies globally.

We focus on the present-day force balance of the wide, offshore low-taper south-central Hikurangi accretionary wedge using a geological section interpreted from seismic reflection data (Fig. 1) (Ghisetti et al. 2016; Plaza-Faverola et al. 2016). We develop numerical models that replicate the present-day deformation (Barnes et al. 2010, 2018; Ghisetti et al. 2016), with the aim of constraining the admissible wedge and décollement friction strength and fluid pressure conditions. We show that, in comparison to the northern Hikurangi wedge, which is
unlikely to be in critical force balance, south-central Hikurangi can be at or near critical wedge equilibrium with moderate fluid pressures (even hydrostatic) in the wedge, provided there are moderate to high fluid overpressures along a weak basal décollement. Our results help to constrain the relative contributions of weak, clay-dominated rheology and fluid pressures along the décollement of a low-tapered critical accretionary wedge. We show that the present-day wedge force balance allows a strengthening in basal friction with increasing temperature and pressure. We also demonstrate the effect of weak upper plate faults on wedge stability.

2. Geological setting and previous work

The Hikurangi accretionary wedge formed in response to oblique subduction of oceanic Pacific lithosphere beneath the North Island of New Zealand since ca. 20 Ma (Ballance 1976; Lewis and Pettinga 1993) (Fig. 1). The subducting Pacific plate in this region is composed of the anomalously thick (>15 km) oceanic crust of the Cretaceous Hikurangi Plateau (Davy & Wood 1994; Mortimer & Parkinson 1996; Davy et al. 2008). After the onset of subduction, an imbricated thrust wedge of Cretaceous, Paleogene, and early Miocene sediments developed (Pettinga 1982), and was subsequently exposed onland by forearc uplift associated with subduction of the buoyant plateau crust. In the Neogene, deformation in the south and central Hikurangi subduction zone expanded eastward to form a broad (ca.130 km) low-taper (<4°) offshore accretionary wedge that incorporated late Cenozoic accreted trench-fill turbidites (Lewis and Pettinga 1993; Barnes et al. 2010). Present-day relative oblique convergence rates between the Pacific and Australian plates in our study area are ca. 43 mm/yr, increasing to ca. 48 mm/yr further north (DeMets et al. 1994; Beavan et al., 2002; Wallace et al., 2004; Fig. 1a), while owing to rotation of the Hikurangi forearc, trench-
perpendicular rates are ca. 35 mm/yr in the study area, increasing to 60 mm/yr in the north (Wallace et al. 2004; Fig. 1a).

**Insert Fig. 1 here**

In contrast to the northern Hikurangi wedge (north of Hawke Bay) which is relatively sediment-starved, narrow (60-70 km wide) and steeply-tapered (>10°), the wide (ca. 130-km) accretionary wedge in our study area has a taper angle of ≤ 4° and a thick trench sedimentary sequence (3-4 km thick) at the deformation front (Fig. 1; Lewis et al. 1998; Pedley et al. 2010; Barker et al. 2009, 2018). South-central Hikurangi wedge has a prominent protothrust zone extending along-strike for ca. 200 km (Barnes et al. 2010; 2018). The offshore frontal wedge in this region presently accommodates ca. 30-95% of the margin-normal convergence rate (Beavan et al. 2002; Ghisetti et al. 2016; Barnes et al. 2018).

The Hikurangi wedge morphology (Fig. 1a) has been used previously to infer time-averaged effective strength along the plate interface. Fagereng (2011) used the analytical formulation of critical wedge theory to compare the shallow and steep taper angles of southern and northern Hikurangi. He suggested that a very weak basal décollement accompanied by higher fluid overpressure causes the shallow taper in the south, while the steep taper in northern Hikurangi requires a higher décollement strength and/or lower fluid pressure. Skarbek and Rempel (2017) extended the critical wedge analysis to consider the effects of compaction on porosity and density. They also found that the low taper of the south-central margin required high décollement fluid pressure, whereas northern Hikurangi did not. Neither of these studies explicitly considered variations in wedge and basal strength with depth, the effect of upper plate thrust faults, and variations in geometry between the inner and outer wedge. To do so requires more detailed numerical models of specific wedge transects, something we address in the following sections for south-central Hikurangi.
2.1 South-Central Hikurangi wedge transect

Our study is based on the interpretation of a ca. 150 km long geological transect across the widest part of the accretionary wedge from just offshore of Cape Turnagain south-eastwards to Bennett Knoll Seamount (Fig. 1b). The transect, referred to as “Extended Transect 2” (“ET2”; Fig. 1b; Fig. 2), is developed from two joined depth seismic lines (05CM-38 and SO191-4) (cf. Barker et al. 2009; Ghisetti et al. 2016; Plaza-Faverola et al. 2016; Barnes et al. 2018). Uninterpreted images of the PSDM section 05CM-38 and depth-converted section SO191-4 at various scales are shown in Plaza-Faverola et al. 2016, Ghisetti et al. 2016, and Barnes et al. 2018, and are therefore not repeated here. The geological transect is oriented ca. 112˚, i.e. slightly oblique to the direction of margin-normal convergence. For this paper we extended Transect 2 of Ghisetti et al. (2016) landward using the interpretation of line 05CM-38 from Plaza-Faverola et al. (2016) and the tie data from the exploration well Tawatawa-1 (Tap Oil Ltd, 2004; Fig. 1). Details of the transect are outlined in Supplementary file S1, and a summary is given below.

Along ET2, Pūrangaahu Ridge approximately separates an “outer wedge” to the east from an “inner wedge” to the west (Fig. 2a). Within the “outer wedge” the geological interpretation is relatively more detailed, made possible by prominent and more continuous reflections from markers that separate units with contrasting seismic facies and velocity and are imbricated along thrust faults (these faults and units separated by reflectors R7 to R0 are shown on Fig. 2a; cf. Ghisetti et al. 2016). However, the ages of the inferred stratigraphic sequence are not well constrained. West of Pūrangaahu Ridge (Fig. 2a) even the structure and stratigraphic architecture of the “inner wedge” is poorly constrained, because disruption and imbrication of the sequence by thrusting, combined with poor seismic resolution, makes interpretation of marker reflections and the décollement increasingly challenging with depth (Field et al. 1997; Barker et al. 2009; Barnes et al. 2010; Ghisetti et al., 2016; Plaza-Faverola et al. 2016). For
this reason, on Fig. 2a we distinguish only three units that broadly correlate with equivalent units in the outer wedge. Similarly, we have simplified the position of the inner wedge basal décollement. The simplest interpretation is that it is a continuous, gently-dipping feature beneath Pōrangahau Ridge, but in our study we also consider the effects of a possible step-down (Plaza-Faverola et al. 2016) as indicated on Fig. 2a. Thrust faults in the inner wedge west of Pōrangahau Ridge (Fig. 2a) can be identified by offset of markers at the shallowest levels (above R7) but their position in the deepest portion of the consolidated wedge is poorly defined. We have chosen to extrapolate them down into the décollement using a listric geometry that replicates the geometry in the outer wedge. More details about the wedge interpretation and stratigraphy can be found in Supplement 1.

Reconstructions of the past ca. 2 Ma of outer wedge deformation by Ghisetti et al. (2016) and further analysis of recent frontal deformation by Barnes et al. (2018) indicate that the major controls on wedge deformation can be attributed to distributed, pervasive shortening, the amount of displacement along individual faults and out-of-sequence reactivation, and detachment along the basal décollement. The control exerted by mechanical contrast between units is considered a second-order effect. For this reason, and since available data make it impossible to provide a detailed litho-stratigraphy of the inner wedge, our numerical models use one undifferentiated wedge unit above the basal décollement, as shown in Fig. 2b. Although the wedge composition is here approximated by using one material only, the effects of wedge consolidation on mechanical properties are explored in some of the models where cohesion and density increase with depth.

*Insert Fig. 2 here*
2.2 Deformation and present-day shortening rate within ET2

Our model experiments focus on brittle wedge deformation (i.e. they use a strain-rate-insensitive rheology), so that the exact rate of shortening used in the models will not affect the analysis of wedge stability and deformation style. Nevertheless, we attempt to constrain the total shortening rate (i.e., the net convergence rate between the incoming plate and the upper plate landward edge of ET2) to roughly match estimates from geological and geodetic studies.

An upper bound on the recent shortening rate for ET2 is given by the total plate-normal convergence rate, 31-40 mm/yr for the southern Hikurangi margin (Beavan et al. 2002; Wallace et al. 2004, 2012). While some of this is absorbed by deformation on-land, Nicol and Wallace (2007) estimate that the total component of offshore plate-normal convergence caused by under-thrusting of the lower plate and shortening of the accretionary wedge is ca. 3 cm yr\(^{-1}\). However, the net shortening rate from ca. 0.1 Ma to Present estimated from macroscopic folding and faulting along transect T02 is only 1 cm/yr (Ghisetti et al. 2016), roughly in line with an earlier estimate by Barnes and Mercier de Lepinay (1997). The shortening rates derived from retro-deformation of the wedge are thus lower than the modern plate budget estimates (see Supplementary Note 2). This discrepancy may be caused by a combination of factors, including overestimation of the age of marker horizons R0-R5, the exclusion of the inner wedge from shortening estimates, and unaccounted additional rates from distributed shortening at sub-seismic resolutions, both in the active proto-thrust zone ahead of the frontal thrust and in older accreted equivalents. These factors have been discussed in depth in Ghisetti et al. (2016) and Barnes et al. (2018).

The restorations of the outermost part of transect ET2 (Ghisetti et al. 2016) and estimates of shortening based on a scaled analysis of proto-thrust fault displacements (Barnes et al. 2018)
give some constraints on the present-day locus of shortening in ET2. These studies show that for the past ca. 100 kyr deformation has been focused seaward of fault F14, including within the proto-thrust sequence eastward of faults F16 and F17, with nascent displacement along fault F18 on the edge of Bennett Knoll (Fig. 2a).

2.3 Décollement frictional properties along ET2: Constraints from rock mechanics experiments

The mechanical properties of sediments that host the subduction interface (décollement) strongly influence the average shear stresses that can be sustained along it, where and whether earthquakes nucleate, and how slip occurs. At shallow depths, décollement strength is dominated by frictional properties, although pressure-solution creep in phyllosilicates may also play a role (e.g., Fagereng and den Hartog, 2017; Fagereng et al. 2018). No samples yet exist for the rock units along the décollement in our study area, but in the outer part of the wedge (east of Pōrangahau Ridge) the décollement coincides with, or lies above, reflector R7, which is interpreted as the boundary between Miocene pelagic mudstones and a condensed sequence of pelagic chalks, nanno-fossil oozes and mudstones of Late Cretaceous-Oligocene age (Fig. 2a; Davy et al. 2008; Carter et al. 1999; Barnes et al. 2010; Boulton et al. 2019). An estimate of the frictional properties of these rocks may be gained from sampled analogues. Pelagic sediments recovered offshore during ODP Leg 181 at Site 1124 (offshore eastern New Zealand) comprise primarily clays (montmorillonite, illite and kaolinite), calcite, and quartz (Carter et al. 1999, 2004). Similarly, the pelagic rocks recently drilled at North Hikurangi during IODP Expedition 375 are dominated by calcite and clays, with minor quartz and feldspar (Wallace et al., 2019). Comparable rocks exposed in the East Coast region of the North Island contain the same minerals, but with modally higher illite, kaolinite, and quartz (e.g., Moore, 1988; Field et al. 1997).
The frictional behaviour of polymineralic gouge mixtures is determined by the mineralogy of the load-bearing matrix, which is mainly governed by the ratio of frictionally weak to frictionally strong minerals and gouge microstructure (e.g., Logan and Rauenzahn, 1987; Bos and Spiers, 2001, 2002; Collettini et al. 2009; Tembe et al. 2010). In pelagic chalks and clays, calcite acts as a strong phase and saturated clays are weak (Supplementary Note 3). A recent study performed at a range of plate-rate to sub-seismic slip velocities on polymineralic Miocene clayey chalk recovered from ODP Leg 181, Hole 1124C, found that the sediment exhibited a normal stress dependent friction coefficient between ca. 0.2 and 0.5 ($\sigma_n = 1–152$ MPa) (Rabinowitz et al. 2018). Other experiments on smectite clay-rich units from 1124C yielded friction coefficients as low as 0.16, although they also found that clay-bearing nannofossil chalks were frictionally stronger (friction coefficients $\mu \sim 0.35-0.61$) (Boulton et al. 2019). Regardless of gouge mineralogy, coseismic slip at high velocities ($v > 0.1$ m/s) in saturated gouges also results in very low friction coefficients of $\mu < 0.2$ because thermally activated weakening mechanisms dramatically reduce shear resistance (e.g., Faulkner et al. 2011; Ujiie et al. 2013; Bullock et al. 2015).

With increasing pressure and depth, the frictional behaviour of the décollement may become governed by the relative effects of lithification (compaction, cementation and diagenesis; e.g., Saffer et al. 2012; Trütner et al., 2015) and – potentially - fluid overpressure (e.g., Ikari et al. 2013a). The transition from smectite to illite above temperatures of ca. 120-150°C (e.g., Vrolijk, 1990) is likely to lead to an increase in frictional strength to $\mu \approx 0.3-0.4$ or even higher if the mineral transformation reaction is accompanied by quartz or calcite precipitation (e.g., Brown et al., 2003; Saffer and Marone, 2003; Peltonen et al. 2009; Behnsen and Faulkner, 2012; Saffer et al. 2012; Trütner et al., 2015). The décollement thickness along
ET2 is unknown; based on a comparison with geological observations from ancient exhumed subduction shear zones, it likely widens to ≥ 100 m thickness with increasing pressure and temperature (e.g., Rowe et al. 2013). In the Nankai Kumano transect offshore Japan, the décollement is inferred to step downwards to the sediment-basement interface at depths of ca. 8-10 km (Park et al. 2002; Kimura et al. 2007), a transition likely driven by changes in the hydrological and/or frictional properties of the décollement (e.g., Ikari et al. 2013a). Plaza-Faverola et al. (2016) similarly suggested that along line 05CM-38 the décollement steps down ca. 2 km at depths of ca. 8-10 km just west of Pōrangahau Ridge, consequently placing it at the lowest interface between subducted sediments and Hikurangi Plateau basement (Davy et al., 2008; Ghisetti et al., 2016). The change in geometry between the inner and outer wedge may be consistent with a change in mechanical properties of the decollement west and east of Pōrangahau Ridge; there is certainly no requirement that the décollement properties (thickness, frictional strength, fluid pressure) beneath the inner wedge west of Pōrangahau Ridge should be the same as those beneath the outer wedge.

In summary, even without pore-fluid overpressure, parts of the décollement may be frictionally weak (with friction coefficients as low as ~ 0.15). With increasing temperature, the décollement is expected to become frictionally stronger as weak smectite transitions to stronger illite. This (along with changes in fluid overpressure with depth) may promote a change in the stratigraphic position of the décollement. Note that- averaged over the seismic cycle, even if sections of the décollement are dominated by stronger and velocity-weakening chalk layers, frictional weakening during seismic slip can reduce the minimum frictional strength to below ~ 0.2. Based on laboratory experiments of décollement rock analogues (and assuming saturated clays control the weakest gouge behaviour), there is a potential range in
décollement sediment friction coefficients between ~ 0.15 (low temperatures) and 0.3-0.4 (higher temperatures) even without additional weakening effects of pore-fluid overpressure.

3. Numerical experiment setup and results

Numerical experiments can be used to infer a viable range for fluid state and frictional values that are consistent with the present-day wedge morphology and deformation of transect ET2 (Fig. 2b). Such models must match geological restorations showing that the wedge is deforming mostly near its toe, with relatively lower shortening rates in the inner wedge (Section 2.2; Ghisetti et al. 2016; Barnes et al. 2018). Because the models compute rates averaged through many seismic cycles, the fluid and frictional states we infer from our mechanical analysis represent the lowest energy state (i.e., the lowest static or dynamic friction coefficients that a natural accretionary wedge would experience over a seismic cycle), since this determines the overall response of the system.

Throughout our model analyses, we refer to terms based on critical Coulomb wedge theory as outlined by Davis et al. (1983), Dahlen (1984), and Dahlen (1990.) This theory posits that an accretionary wedge deforms until it reaches a critical taper (where taper is defined as the acute angle between the surface and base of the wedge), wherein a force balance between gravitational body forces, compression from the backstop, and shear forces along the base is attained. If no further material is incorporated into the wedge, it slides stably along the base, without internal deformation. If new material is incorporated, the wedge will grow self-similarly at its critical taper value. In our study, we modify the critical wedge analysis by separating the south-central Hikurangi wedge into 2 sections (inner and outer; Fig. 2b). Mechanics in these segments is categorised as either (1) “deforming” or “sub-critical”- where the wedge taper is too low for force balance, so that it is deforming, generally by thickening
and uplifting the back of that part of the wedge; (2) “critical” where it is just in force balance—
this is a transient state in mechanical models which generally transitions quickly to (3) “stable
sliding”—where the wedge has attained sufficient taper to be between the upper taper limit for
collapse (the angle of repose) and the lower taper limit (critical taper) so that rather than
internally deforming, it slides stably over the base and transfer deformation to the more
outward parts of the wedge. For small (but finite) amounts of material accreting frontally
relative to the size of the wedge, a stably sliding inner and outer wedge will deform in a
localised region near the toe, while over longer timescales the entire wedge will deform
slowly in order to preserve critical taper.

3.1 Model Description

3.1.1 Numerical code

The numerical modelling is performed using the finite-element mechanical code SULEC
which can solve for pressure-sensitive frictional deformation using an iterative yield solution
to the incompressible Stokes equation for slow creeping flow (Ellis et al. 2011; Quinquis et
al. 2011; Buiter and Ellis, 2012). Effects of pressure solution creep on rheology are neglected,
so we do not solve for temperature. We also assume that (averaged over thousands of years)
the wedge is everywhere at yield, so effects of elastic stress variations are also not computed
(cf. Wang et al. 2019).

The code can model shear to >100% finite strain by using tracer particles to track strain and
material parameters through the calculation (Eulerian) mesh but neglects volumetric
(compressible) deformation. The brittle rheology yields according to the pressure-sensitive
Drucker-Prager yield criterion, with friction coefficient and cohesion specified for each rock
type. Frictional yield operates on effective mean stress (rock pressure minus fluid pressure;
Supplementary note 4). Rock pressure (mean stress) from gravitational loading and tectonic forces is calculated through an iterative penalty formulation (Pelletier et al. 1989). The Eulerian grid on which the computation is performed does not deform horizontally but stretches vertically to account for bathymetric changes at the upper surface (Fullsack, 1995). The rheology parameter values we used are summarized in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 here

3.1.2 Geometry and Boundary Conditions

We model ET2 (Fig. 2b) from $x = -52$ km to $x = 100$ km (where $x = 0$ is the westernmost endpoint of Transect 2 in Ghisetti et al. (2016), i.e., westward of which a detailed wedge restoration is poorly constrained by seismic reflection data). The base of the model is at 15-km depth below sea-level, while the top surface (smoothed seafloor bathymetry) is taken from Plaza-Faverola et al. (2016) and Ghisetti et al. (2016).

Velocity boundary conditions are applied at the base and left and right-hand boundaries of the model to give upper plate shortening estimates in line with those discussed in Section 2.2, although as noted there, these rates are highly uncertain. In any case, for a purely frictional (rate-independent) rheology, the exact rate of shortening is not important for analysing wedge stability. We use a horizontal velocity of $v_x = 2.5$ cm/yr applied at the right-hand edge and the base of the model, while we rotate this velocity vector by $3.5^\circ$ along the base over a 60 km interval centred on $x=0$ km, so that the velocity vector remains roughly parallel to the décollement (Fig. 2b). The same velocity was also applied in a zone along the lowermost portion of the left-hand boundary, where the lower plate exits the model and subducts...
westward beneath the wedge, with this velocity reduced to zero above the intersection of the
décollement with the left-hand boundary, creating a backstop. The top surface is a free
boundary, although a pressure load is applied to it to represent the weight of overlying
seawater.

We use the present-day wedge geometry and inferred material distribution as the initial
condition and run the mechanical code forward in time for 5 timesteps of 1000 years duration
(i.e. a total relative convergence across the transect of 125 m). This predicts the present-day
stress field and the average mechanical response of the system on a time scale that is long
enough to be averaged over several seismic cycles (since the average return period for large
Hikurangi subduction earthquakes is ca. 700 years; Clark et al., 2019), but short enough to
neglect changes in sediment accumulation or subducting ocean floor topography (Fig. 2b).
We do not consider transient changes associated with the earthquake cycle. For this reason,
the frictional parameters may be viewed as those controlling mechanics over many seismic
cycles.

3.1.3 Fluid state

The models do not include fluid flow, but incorporate fluid pressure ($P_f$) effects using the
generalized fluid overpressure ratio to vertical lithostatic load $\sigma_z$, $\lambda = (P_f - \rho_f g D)/(\sigma_z - \rho_f g D)$
where $\rho_f$ is fluid density, $g$ is gravity, and $D$ is the depth of the wedge below sea-level, so
that $\rho_f g D$ is the weight of the overlying water column (Davis et al. 1983). We specify
different values for fluid overpressure ratio along the basal décollement ($\lambda_b$) and as a depth-
averaged value within the wedge ($\lambda_w$) (Skarbek and Rempel, 2017). They showed that if the
fluid overpressure ratio increases linearly in a wedge from the seafloor to the décollement,
this average wedge fluid overpressure $\lambda_w = [2\lambda_b + \lambda_h] / 3$, where $\lambda_h$ is the hydrostatic fluid
pressure ratio at the seafloor.
By making these simple assumptions, the models can investigate the range of $\lambda_b$ and $\tilde{\lambda}_w$ for which the wedge is critical and stable, vs. when it is sub-critical and internally deforming.

3.1.4 Sediment properties: A hierarchy of model experiments

Ideally, each sediment unit within the outer wedge shown on Fig. 2a - where the litho-stratigraphic boundaries are reasonably well-constrained - would be modelled separately using physical properties and frictional parameters constrained by borehole data and rock mechanic experiments. Since these data are unavailable for the study area, in our base models (P1 and P2) we simply assume that the whole sedimentary package in the wedge has an average friction coefficient ($\mu_w$) of 0.8 and a small cohesion ($C$) of 1 MPa. This assumption allows us to check our results against analytical predictions from cohesion-less critical Coulomb wedge theory (Dahlen, 1984) and to compare results with previous models of Hikurangi wedge stability. For example, Fagereng (2011) assumed a wedge friction coefficient $\mu_w = 0.8$ and basal friction coefficient $\mu_b = 0.3$ and varied fluid pressure ratio for equal wedge and basal fluid pressure ratios ($\lambda_b = \tilde{\lambda}_w$). Similarly, and following the range outlined in Section 2.3, we impose uniform material properties along the décollement, with two choices for the décollement friction coefficient: $\mu_b = 0.15$ (Ujiie et al. 2013; Bullock et al. 2015; Morrow et al. 2017) and $\mu_b = 0.3$ (Ikari et al. 2009a, 2009b; Fagereng, 2011; Rabinowitz et al. 2018). In models P1 and P2 (described below) we use a constant porous sediment density of 2500 kg m$^{-3}$ for un lithified low-cohesion sediments, consistent with a value that can be calculated using an exponential decrease in porosity with depth (Sclater and Christie, 1980) taking the depth coefficients from Ghisetti et al. (2016), assuming a typical wedge sediment burial depth of 3 km, average porosity of 15%, and a solid rock density of 2675 kg m$^{-3}$. Model P3 addresses the expected increase in bulk density (Skarbek and Rempel, 2017) and cohesion (Schumann et al. 2014) with burial depth and compaction, by imposing a
density which increases with depth below seafloor, and cohesion that depends on effective mean stress. Models P4 and P5 also explore changes in décollement friction (model P4) and geometry (model P5) with depth.

The sections below outline the results for a series of models that test present-day wedge stability by progressively adding more features based on the present-day wedge structure described in Ghisetti et al. (2016) and Plaza-Faverola et al. (2016).

3.2 Results for Model P1- uniform wedge and décollement friction

Our first model neglects the weakening effect of faults in the wedge and has constant bulk density. We firstly set the friction parameters of sediments and of the basal décollement to be constant and vary their fluid pressure ratios to determine how much of the wedge is stable (i.e. able to propagate forward without internal deformation) vs. compressionally unstable (i.e. undergoing shortening and uplift). We use a dry wedge coefficient $\mu_w = 0.8$ and basal décollement friction coefficient $\mu_b = 0.15$ or 0.30 (Table 1). Three modes of wedge behaviour – based on patterns of vertical uplift, strain-rates, and deformation- are observed in model P1 (Fig. 3), in agreement with predictions from critical wedge theory when a change in basal dip is incorporated (Davis et al. 1983; Dahlen, 1990; Fagereng, 2011). For a very weak basal strength, where basal friction is low and/or basal fluid pressure is close to lithostatic, the wedge is stable everywhere and deforms at its toe (mode 1; Fig. 3a). For intermediate basal friction and/or fluid pressures, the larger taper of the inner wedge allows it to be critical and/or stable (e.g., Dahlen, 1990), while the outer wedge is subcritical and shortens against the inner wedge by uplift above the change in basal dip (mode 2; Fig. 3b). When basal friction is high and/or fluid pressures are hydrostatic, giving high basal effective strength
relative to the wedge, the inner wedge is below critical taper and grows against the backstop at the left-hand side of the model (mode 3, Fig. 3c).

**Insert Fig. 3 here**

The influence of fluid pressure may be summarised by plotting the three wedge modes of Fig. 3 as a function of fluid pressure ratios in the wedge and basal décollement, using graphs that plot \( \lambda_b \) vs. \( \hat{\lambda}_w \) (Fig. 4a). Each dot represents a P1 model result for a specified set of \( \lambda_b \) and \( \hat{\lambda}_w \) values. The region of intermediate stability between the inner and outer regions of the wedge (mode 2 on Fig. 3) is shaded in grey. Predictions from critical wedge theory for a cohesion-less wedge are also shown, where the two lines are for wedge taper of 4° and 2° (lines respectively labelled inner and outer wedge). These lines (Fig. 4a) highlight an important distinction between the inner and outer wedge based purely on geometry. While both inner and outer wedges have an average surface slope of ca. 0.5-1°, the basal dip of the outer wedge décollement is only 1°, giving a taper angle of 2°, while the basal dip of the inner wedge décollement is ca. 3.5°, giving a taper angle of 4° (Fig. 2b). This difference in taper means that – for a given effective frictional strength in the wedge and along the décollement - the inner wedge is closer to a critical force balance, and will reach criticality more readily than the outer wedge, resulting in stable sliding (e.g., Dahlen, 1990). The model predictions for intermediate wedge stability shown in Fig. 4a (grey shaded region) are in rough agreement with the inner and outer wedge predictions from non-cohesive critical wedge theory (black and red lines). The deviation from cohesionless critical wedge predictions is greatest for very high fluid pressure ratios in the wedge and along the décollement.

When basal fluid pressure ratio \( \lambda_b \) is low, the wedge is unstable even at a taper of 4° and the inner wedge undergoes internal deformation (e.g., black dots on Fig. 4a, corresponding to the
model from Fig 3c). For intermediate $\theta_b$, the outer wedge is subcritical and deforms (purple dots on Fig. 4a, corresponding to the model from Fig. 3b). For sufficiently high $\theta_b$, the entire wedge is stable, and deformation is focused at the toe and along the décollement (red dots on Fig. 4a, corresponding to model from Fig. 3a). The model also predicts a range of possible fluid overpressures in a region of intermediate stability between a completely subcritical wedge (that grows at the rear) and a wedge that is completely stable (that will propagate forward, with deformation localised at the toe). For intermediate stability, a combination of modes is possible (black-in-purple and red-in purple dots).

When the décollement has a weaker friction coefficient of 0.15, the décollement fluid pressure ratio required to attain critical taper is lower (Fig. 4b). The theoretical stability lines (red and black lines) for 2° and 4° tapers shift downwards, and this effect is also seen in the model results (red, purple and black dots). Thus, when the décollement is frictionally very weak, a very low-taper wedge can develop with uniform, and near-hydrostatic, fluid pressure ratios within the wedge and décollement (Fagereng, 2011). To illustrate this further, Fig. 4c and d show stability results where fluid pressure ratios are constant and equal in the wedge and décollement ($\lambda_d=\lambda_w=0.4$ in Fig. 4c and $\lambda_d=\lambda_w=0.7$ in Fig. 4d) while basal and wedge friction coefficients vary. As predicted by critical wedge theory, for a given average wedge friction coefficient and constant fluid pressure ratios, a lower décollement friction allows the wedge to slide stably with localised deformation at its toe.

*Insert Fig. 4 here*
3.3 Results for Model P2- Influence of weak faults in the wedge

The litho-stratigraphic units shown in the transect of Fig. 2a have been offset along numerous thrust faults with displacements exceeding 1.5 km (Ghisetti et al. 2016). Faults can alter the force balance within a critical wedge, since the bulk strength of the wedge is controlled by its weakest part (e.g., Lohrmann et al. 2003). The effect that faults have on wedge dynamics is shown in model set P2, where the faults shown on Fig. 2 are added and given a friction coefficient of 0.55 and cohesion of 0.1 MPa – i.e. intermediate between undeformed wedge sediment and the basal décollement friction and cohesion values. In this simple model, faults are assumed to have the same fluid pressure as surrounding wedge material, but for many of the faults of the offshore Hikurangi margin there is evidence for fluid flow (e.g., Barnes et al. 2010; Pecher et al. 2010;) which may indicate higher fault fluid overpressures at depth, at least transiently.

Fig. 5a-b shows the range of stable, intermediate, and unstable wedge fluid ratios where the faults are included. The model results (coloured dots) show that the stable zones are shifted up relative to the critical wedge predictions for no faults (dashed red and black lines, Fig. 5a-b)- meaning that a higher basal overpressure is required (for a given wedge overpressure ratio) to make the wedge stable. The zone with intermediate modes (grey shading) is also shifted up. This is unsurprising, since the inclusion of weak faults decreases the strength ratio between the wedge and basal décollement (e.g., Lohrmann et al. 2003), making it easier to deform the wedge internally rather than propagate the wedge forward. However, the faults only partially weaken the wedge compared to a case where the whole wedge is composed of fault material (solid red and black lines, Fig. 5a-b). The progressive effects of fault weakening is demonstrated for a specific model example in Fig. 5c.
3.4 Results for Model P3- effect of increasing density and cohesion with depth

In model P3 (Table 1), we repeat the analysis from model P1 (Fig. 4) but prescribe cohesion and density values to increase with depth (Fig. 6a). Porous sediment density $\rho$ is calculated by taking a solid density of 2675 kg m$^{-3}$ and water density of 1000 kg m$^{-3}$ to give:

$$\rho = (1 - n)(2675) + n(1000)$$

where $n$ is calculated porosity, which decreases exponentially with depth (Sclater and Christie (1980)). We use compaction parameter values from Ghisetti et al. (2016):

$$n = n_0 \exp(-cz)$$

where $n_0$ is 0.6, $c$ is 0.5 and $z$ is depth in km. We also impose an increase in cohesive strength $C$ with depth, using values based on Schumann et al. (2014), who compared frictional properties of mudstone samples from the inner, consolidated paleo-accretionary complexes of SW and central Japan and samples from the shallow frontal toe of the modern accretionary prism at Nankai. They found friction coefficients to remain approximately constant (ca. 0.6-0.7) with depth, but cohesion increasing with maximum burial depth. They compiled a range in cohesion with depth from < 1 MPa at the toe of the modern accretionary prism (Lempp et al. 2010) to between 13 and 30 MPa at 9 km depth.

We prescribe cohesion to increase linearly with depth, from a lower limit of 0.1 MPa near the seafloor to a maximum of 22 MPa (the median cohesion measured at Shimanto; cf. Schumann et al. 2014) for $\geq$ 9 km depth. We set the décollement friction coefficient to 0.3 (Table 1). In the first set of P3 models, faults are given the same friction coefficient and cohesion as the wedge (cf. Fig. 4). Note that since sediment density is increasing with depth,
fluid pressure ratio $\lambda_w$ is no longer constant and is higher than its average value close to the seafloor.

Model results (Fig. 6b, c) indicate that the increase in density and cohesion with depth has only a minor effect on wedge stability, with the greatest effect coming from the increasing cohesion. Fig. 6b shows that, for a case with no weak faults, it is slightly easier to stably slide the inner wedge with no deformation but slightly harder to stably slide the outer wedge compared to the case with a constant cohesion and density (Fig. 4a- zone of intermediate stability also shown by grey dashed lines on Fig. 6b). That is, for a given set of friction coefficients and wedge fluid overpressure ratio, a slightly lower fluid pressure is required to promote stable sliding along the inner décollement (where cohesion is highest) compared to the case with a low and constant sediment cohesion.

In a second set of P3 models, where weak, low-cohesion faults are present in the wedge, this effect is reversed- i.e., it becomes harder to make the inner wedge slide stably, and greater fluid overpressures are required along the inner décollement (Fig. 6c). Since the contrast between the weak, low cohesion faults and surrounding wedge material is greatest at the back of the wedge, relatively more fault weakening occurs there compared to the outer wedge, which has a low cohesion anyway (Fig. 6c cf. Fig. 5a).

Insert Fig. 6 here

3.5 Results for Model P4- increasing décollement strength with depth

As discussed in Section 2.3, the transition from smectite to illite with increasing temperature and pressure can increase clay-dominated friction coefficients from ~ 0.15 to 0.3-0.4. To test the effect this has on wedge stability, we modified model P3 (with increasing cohesion and
density with depth) by imposing a basal décollement friction coefficient for the outer wedge of $\mu_{bo} = 0.15$ and inner décollement friction coefficient $\mu_{bi} = 0.3$. This collapses the theoretical critical wedge stability limits toward each other (Fig. 7a red vs black lines) and introduces a new mode where the entire wedge is near-critical (“entire wedge deforms” mode, Fig. 7a and 7b).

Insert Fig. 7 here

3.6 Results for Model P5- Effect of a stepdown in the décollement

Plaza-Faverola et al., (2016) interpreted the subduction interface on seismic line 05CM-38 as a shallow dipping thrust that steps down ca. 2 km beneath Pōrangahau Ridge to the base of the subducting sediment zone along an 18 km wide ramp. We tested the effect such a step-down in the décollement would have on present-day wedge mechanics, using the step-down geometry shown on Fig. 8b-c, where- in addition to the upper décollement (model P3)- a lower décollement is imposed at the interface between subducting sediment and the subducting plate (Hikurangi Plateau basement). In the model, this lower décollement is only present from the left-hand backstop eastward to the interface beneath Pōrangahau Ridge. The left-hand boundary condition is adjusted to force sediment above the lower décollement to become part of the wedge instead of subducting (i.e., $v_x = v_y = 0$ above the lower decollement at the left-hand boundary).

Fig. 8 illustrates the effect of this lower décollement for a wedge that is otherwise just approaching conditions for mode 1, with uplift split between the outer wedge and the wedge toe. Comparison between the case with a smooth décollement (no stepdown, Fig. 8a) and the case where both the top and bottom of the subducting sediment have weak regions that can
detach (Fig. 8b) demonstrates that, even if a step-down is present, it does not necessarily lead to enhanced uplift above it. Focused uplift only occurs when the transition is abrupt (e.g., Fig. 8c, where the upper weak layer ends landward of Pōrangahau Ridge). 

Insert Fig. 8 here

4. Discussion

4.1 Implications of our results for present-day wedge state

The numerical models described in Section 3 verify and extend observations obtained from previous analyses of the Hikurangi margin. Fagereng (2011) assumed a wedge friction coefficient of 0.8 and a minimum basal décollement friction coefficient of 0.3. He analysed stability for the inner wedge taper of 4°. Given the same fluid pressure conditions on the décollement and the wedge (\( \lambda_b = \lambda_w \)), he found that a stable inner wedge was only possible for high fluid pressures, requiring a basal décollement fluid overpressure of at least 0.9, i.e. nearly lithostatic. Our analysis shows that for the same conditions, even higher fluid overpressures would be required in the outer wedge, where the taper is only 2°. Furthermore, weakening of the overlying wedge by faults would make it impossible to create a stable wedge without \( \lambda_b > \lambda_w \), since weak faults shift the required basal fluid pressure ratio (for stable sliding) upward (Fig. 5a, 6c).

However, Fig. 4 - 7 show that there is a range of fluid overpressure ratios and friction coefficients beyond those explored by Fagereng (2011) that allows the wedge to be critical or
slide stably with deformation focused at the toe. This requires either relaxing the condition that $\lambda_b = \hat{\lambda}_w$, and/or that décollement friction coefficient is the same at all depths.

If the average wedge fluid pressure ratio is less than the fluid pressure ratio along the décollement, the range of permissible fluid pressure ratios along the décollement expands considerably. Even for constant friction coefficients, moderate décollement fluid overpressure ratios of 0.7 can still create a wedge with the observed taper that is mostly stable and deforming at the toe. If the décollement friction coefficient is low (e.g., $\mu_b = 0.15$; Fig. 4b) the required décollement fluid overpressure need be only slightly higher than hydrostatic ($\lambda_b \geq 0.47$, without weak faults in the wedge- Fig. 4b; or $\lambda_b \geq 0.55$, with weak faults- Fig. 5b) and the wedge will be critical and propagate forward at its toe.

Moreover, from Fig. 4a cf. 4b, we note that a wedge can be stably sliding at low to moderate fluid pressures even with a décollement friction of 0.3 beneath the inner wedge, because of the higher taper angle there. Setting the outer décollement friction coefficient $\mu_{bo} = 0.15$ (e.g., Bullock et al. 2015; Morrow et al. 2017) and inner décollement friction coefficient $\mu_{bi} = 0.3$ (e.g., Fagereng, 2011; Rabinowitz et al. 2018) allows both inner and outer wedges to be critical with $\lambda_b$ only slightly higher than the average fluid overpressure ratio in the wedge, $\hat{\lambda}_w$ (e.g., for hydrostatic wedge fluid pressure, $\lambda_b \geq 0.6$; Fig. 7). It is quite plausible that the outer décollement has a low frictional strength dominated by weak smectite layers (Saffer and Marone, 2003; Moore and Lockner, 2007; Ujiie et al. 2013; Rabinowitz et al. 2018; Boulton et al., 2019), while the inner décollement at greater depths may have a higher effective strength due to diagenetic reactions, transformation of smectite to illite, cementation and/or localisation in different lithologies (e.g., Moore and Saffer, 2001; Moore et al. 2007; Peltonen et al. 2009; Trütner et al., 2015; Section 2.3). It is also possible that fluid overpressures along the outer décollement are higher than those at the inner décollement, owing to compaction
disequilibrium during initial loading and porosity loss and the lack of permeable pathways (e.g., Saffer and Tobin, 2011; Lauer and Saffer, 2012; Ellis et al., 2015).

4.2 The effect of weak faults and lithification on wedge stability

As Fig. 5 illustrates, weak faults within the wedge can cause the entire wedge to be subcritical i.e. be deforming internally, while the same model that has no faults is critical or stable (e.g., Lohrmann et al. 2003). Anything that weakens the wedge requires a weaker basal strength to propagate forward at critical or stable taper, compared to a stronger wedge. Besides the influence of weak upper plate faults, high fluid pressure in the wedge can cause it to deform subcritically compared to the equivalent (critical) case with a drained wedge. The wide distribution of active fluid seeps on thrust ridges within the middle and inner wedge near the study area (Barnes et al. 2010; Greinert et al. 2010; Pecher et al. 2010; Plaza-Faverola et al. 2014) may indicate that the inner part of ET2 is at least partially drained by fluid flow along faults, keeping it sufficiently strong relative to the basal décollement, and resulting in a critical wedge. On the other hand, inner wedge overpressure at depths > 1.5 km is observed in a nearby industry well (Titihaoa-1; south of ET2; Fig. 1) (Darby and Funnell, 2001; see also Burgreen-Chan et al. 2016).

Model results summarised in Fig. 4 and 5 were constructed assuming low and constant cohesive strength in the wedge, and mostly matched results from non-cohesive critical wedge theory. Sediment strength and density are expected to increase with burial depth owing to compaction and diagenesis (e.g., Peltonen et al. 2009; Lauer et al. 2017), and in accord with increasing p-wave velocity (Plaza-Faverola et al. 2016). This increase may affect wedge stability (e.g., Zhao et al. 1986). Skarbek and Rempel (2017) derived correction factors to represent effects of decreasing porosity (and therefore, increasing bulk density) and found...
that an exponential decrease in porosity with depth reduces the shear traction required along
the base of the wedge to attain criticality. In Model P3 (Fig. 6) we found that a stronger, more
cohesive wedge permits a higher effective basal strength while allowing the inner wedge to
slide stably and deform. However, weak faults reverse the effect of increasing cohesion on
wedge taper, since – when present- they dominate the stability of the wedge, particularly
when they have a very low cohesion compared to surrounding wedge material in the inner
wedge (e.g., Lohrmann et al. 2003); (Fig. 6c).

In this paper we have assumed a constant wedge friction coefficient of 0.8, to facilitate
comparison with earlier studies such as Fagereng (2011). It could be argued that the
unlithified sediment in the outer wedge- as well as having a lower cohesion as discussed
above- may also have a reduced friction coefficient (e.g., Ikari et al. 2013a; Trütner et al.,
2015; Wang et al. 2019). If so, this makes it even harder to propagate deformation to the toe
of the wedge. For example, if all sediment above reflector 7 (Fig. 2a) is given a reduced
friction coefficient that is the same as the faults ($\mu_{ww} = 0.55$) the zone of intermediate wedge
stability expands, and relatively higher basal fluid pressures are required to match present-
day deformation (Supplementary Fig 1) compared to the case with uniform wedge friction
(Fig. 7a). Even so, a stable and forward propagating wedge is still compatible with moderate
(sub-lithostatic) décollement fluid overpressures of $\lambda_b \sim 0.7-0.8$ and hydrostatic wedge fluid
pressures ($\lambda_w \sim 0.4$).

4.3 Deriving physical conditions within the present-day south-central Hikurangi wedge

An objective of our analysis was to derive a set of consistent and physically realistic
conditions for stress, fluid pressure, wedge sediment, and décollement properties to reproduce
the present-day wedge structure. The numerical models illustrate the trade-off between
décollement frictional strength, the strength and cohesion of upper plate faults in the wedge, and fluid pressure, and show that there is a defined range of plausible values for these parameters that can explain the present-day wedge taper and present-day shortening concentrated near the toe. The higher the fluid overpressure is in the wedge sediments, the higher the fluid overpressure along the basal décollement must be to attain a stable or critical taper, allowing deformation to be focused at the wedge toe without high rates of deformation and shortening in the inner parts of the wedge. The model results for homogeneous wedge properties verify predictions from critical wedge theory for low to moderate fluid overpressures, though they deviate at high fluid overpressures (> 80%) in the low-taper, outer wedge.

Even when neglecting the effect of weak upper plate faults and assuming uniform material properties in the wedge and along the décollement, there are four potential parameters that can influence wedge stability: wedge and décollement fluid overpressure ratios; and wedge and décollement friction coefficients. For near-hydrostatic fluid pressures and Byerlee-type frictional strength in the wedge, Fig. 4c shows that a very low décollement friction coefficient of $\mu_b \leq 0.15$ is necessary to focus deformation at the wedge toe. An even weaker décollement is required for a stable wedge if weak upper plate faults are included in the analysis (Fig. 5; section 4.2). In any case, the effective strength of the décollement must be quite weak to explain the overall low taper of the wedge, as noted in previous studies (e.g., Fagereng, 2011; Skarbek and Rempel, 2017) and in line with some global estimates from subduction margin surface heat flow constraints (e.g., Gao and Wang, 2014; England, 2018).

The choice and combination of parameter values is of course non-unique, but for a given fluid overpressure ratio in the wedge, with weak faults in the inner (consolidated) wedge material and assuming the inner décollement has a higher friction coefficient than the outer décollement, Fig. 7 can be used to estimate the fluid pressure ratios along the décollement...
necessary to maintain the observed taper. For example, if $\lambda_w = 0.6$, then $\lambda_b$ must be $\geq 0.7$ for wedge stability. The geological interpretation of section ET2 (Fig. 2) indicates that the wedge has only propagated to the outermost fault F18 in the Late Quaternary and that many of the inner faults may still be active (e.g., Stirling et al. 2012), suggesting that the faults are weak, and the wedge is likely to be near criticality everywhere (e.g., Fig. 7b). For a uniform, moderate fluid pressure ratio within the wedge ($\lambda_w \sim 0.6$), a critical or stable state can be imposed by (1) assigning the same friction coefficient (e.g., $\mu_b = 0.3$) everywhere along the décollement, but varying the fluid pressure ratio (e.g., from $\lambda_{ib} > 0.65$ in the inner décollement to $\lambda_{ob} > 0.85$ in the outer décollement; Fig. 6c); or, (2) maintaining $\mu_b \approx 0.7$ everywhere, but giving a lower friction coefficient to the décollement clays in the outer wedge (Fig. 7). Another way to visualise these choices is shown in Fig. 9, where average wedge fluid overpressure is assumed to be (a) hydrostatic or (b) between hydrostatic and lithostatic, and the required sediment friction coefficient vs. required (minimum) décollement fluid overpressure is plotted. Outer and inner wedges have been separated (blue vs. red curves). The plots show that a décollement dominated by smectite clays such as saturated montmorillonite is weak enough to account for the low outer wedge taper even at reasonably low basal fluid pressure ratios of $\lambda_b \approx 0.5-0.6$, provided the overlying wedge is relatively strong (i.e., it does not have high fluid pressures). Even a stronger frictional décollement dominated by illite (as expected at greater temperatures and pressures) can be weak enough to account for stable sliding of the inner wedge, for a hydrostatically-pressured wedge (Fig. 9a). However, if the wedge above the décollement is weaker (for example, if it is moderately overpressured as in Fig. 9b, and/or has a lower friction coefficient due to the presence of a weak clay fraction or weak faults), stable sliding of the inner wedge becomes more difficult. In that case, a weaker friction coefficient and/or high fluid pressure along the décollement ($\lambda_b > \text{ca.} 0.7$) is required to maintain a shallow taper (Fig. 9b).
4.4 Continuity of the décollement from the inner wedge to the toe

Plaza-Faverola et al. (2016) used prestack depth migration data on seismic line 05CM-38 to derive seismic velocities and interpret subducting plate geometry and upper crustal structure to ca.14 km depth. The inferred 2-km vertical step-down in the décollement beneath Pōrangahau Ridge was interpreted to be associated with a cluster of splay faults in the upper plate, and with the zone of maximum slip (90 mm) interpreted to have occurred on the subduction interface during slow slip events in June and July 2011 (Plaza-Faverola et al. 2016).

Our tests of a step-down in the décollement (Model P5) show that its effect on present-day wedge mechanics depends on the length-scale over which the stepdown occurs (Fig. 8). A sharp transition produces a zone of localised stress transfer from lower to upper plate and focused uplift which is not consistent with present-day geometry and shortening estimates from restoration of the wedge (e.g., Ghisetti et al. 2016). This suggests, if there is a step-down, that the configuration resembles Fig. 8b, where enhanced deformation steps downward over a wide zone of distributed shear, such as might be expected within a subduction channel or mélangé (e.g., Shreve and Cloos 1986; Moore and Byrne 1987; Kimura et al. 2007). While further modelling is required to test the long-term effects of such a transition on wedge development over millions of years, significant sediment underplating in this region is not compatible with the low uplift rates inferred from reconstructions (Ghisetti et al., 2016).

However, as pointed out by Plaza-Faverola et al. (2016), mélangé-style mechanics may promote slip and stress transients with transient high fluid pressures there (e.g., Fagereng and
Sibson, 2010; Webber et al. 2018; Beall et al. 2019). While our stability analysis rules out a sharp step in the level of the décollement, even a gradual step-down may influence the seismogenic potential of the subduction interface (e.g., Kimura et al., 2007; Ikari et al. 2013a; van Rijsingen et al., 2018). Kimura et al. (2007) analysed Nankai accretionary wedge structures and seismic profiles and suggested that the location of a step-down in the décollement may be mechanically linked to either: (1) the change in wedge taper (with higher taper angles for the inner wedge); (2) the presence of out-of-sequence thrust faults; and/or (3) and the up-dip limit of the seismogenic zone. Along ET2, the conjectured step-down location is roughly coincident with the transition from outer to inner wedge geometry (e.g., Fig. 2a) and the presence of faults (F9 to F12) that have accrued additional displacement within the last few hundred thousand years (Ghisetti et al., 2016). Alternatively, these changes may reflect a transition in décollement properties rather than a step-down, as discussed in Section 4.3.

4.5 Is the south-central Hikurangi wedge critical everywhere?

Wang et al. (2019) used earthquake focal mechanisms from the 2011 $M_w$ 9 Tohoku-oki earthquake, force balance models, and dynamic Coulomb wedge theory (which considers stress changes during earthquake cycles; Wang and Hu, 2006) to demonstrate that when effective basal strength is very low, a wedge can flip from a compressive critical to an extensional critical state very easily- i.e., it may attain critical state only transiently during the seismic cycle. Their results support the interpretation that the inner wedge above the Japan Trench plate boundary is stable and well below yielding, while the outer wedge is mostly stable but occasionally enters a critical state during great earthquakes.
While we are modelling a specific time snapshot here— the present-day force-balance of the south-central Hikurangi margin—we consider long enough timescales to average effects from multiple seismic cycles over which permanent deformation accrues. We have shown that a state where the inner wedge can slide stably with little deformation, while the outer wedge and/or toe are deforming, is relatively easy to achieve. To match the present-day locus of deformation in the outer wedge, we predict effective outer wedge basal friction coefficients (including the effects of fluid pressure, i.e., $\mu' = \mu(1-\lambda))$ of $\sim 0.03-0.09$, which are similar to the values calculated by Wang et al. (2019) for Tohoku. One difference is that (unlike the prominent Japan subduction trench), the structures illustrated on transect ET2 show no trench where the décollement breaks the seafloor (Fig. 2a); instead, the toe of the prism gently abuts the incoming Bennet Knoll seamount and deformation is absorbed in a more distributed fashion on a few low-displacement thrust faults and within a protothrust zone that cut through a $\sim 3-4$ km-thick sediment package (Ghisetti et al. 2016; Barnes et al. 2018). For these reasons we think it unlikely that south-central Hikurangi will experience the same coseismic slip behaviour as that observed at Tohoku in 2011. Further (short-term) models that incorporate earthquake rupture and earthquake stress cycling are needed to fully explore these differences.

4.6 Comparison between the southern and northern Hikurangi wedge

Present strain accumulation measured by geodesy demonstrates a transition from a mostly creeping subduction plate interface (northern Hikurangi margin; Fig. 1a) to an interseismically-locked subduction interface along the south-central Hikurangi margin (Wallace and Beavan 2010; Wallace et al. 2012). Reasons for this transition are still debated (Wallace et al. 2009). Compared to south-central Hikurangi, northern Hikurangi has a higher
trench convergence rate (up to ca. 60 mm/yr), a reduced thickness of accreting sediment (< 1.5 km), an increase in roughness of the subducting plate hosting more subducting seamounts, and thinner, less buoyant Hikurangi Plateau crust (Lewis and Pettinga, 1993; Wood and Davy, 1994; Davy et al. 2008; Barker et al. 2009; Wallace et al. 2009; Barnes et al. 2010). The north also has a much steeper frontal taper (>10°) than the south. These changes may result from variations in lithological and frictional strength (e.g. Saffer and Marone 2003; Boulton et al., 2019), increased roughness of the subducting plate to the north (e.g, Dominguez et al. 2000; Ellis et al. 2015) and/or variations in porosity and fluid pressure (Fagereng and Ellis, 2009; Bell et al. 2010; Bassett et al. 2014; Ellis et al. 2015; Saffer and Wallace, 2015; Skarbek and Rempel, 2017).

The critical wedge analyses of Fagereng (2011) and Skarbek and Rempel (2017) predict a stronger basal décollement beneath the steep outer taper of the northern Hikurangi wedge, compared with the weak basal décollement predicted for south-central Hikurangi. Provided the frictional strength of the décollement rocks do not change significantly along-strike, this requires that the northern Hikurangi décollement has less fluid overpressure compared to south-central Hikurangi (e.g., Fagereng and Ellis, 2009; Fagereng, 2011). However, Skarbek and Rempel (2017) pointed out that the wedge in northern Hikurangi may not be in a critical stress state, in which case it may be over-steepened relative to its equilibrium taper angle, thus allowing higher décollement fluid pressure in the north. This is consistent with other geophysical interpretations suggesting high fluid pressure in the north, such as slower wave speeds (Bassett et al. 2014); high Vp/Vs seismic velocity ratios with strong P-wave attenuation (Eberhart-Phillips et al. 2005, 2008; Reyners et al. 2006; Eberhart-Phillips and
Bannister, 2015); zones of higher seismic reflectivity on or near the subduction interface (Bell et al. 2010); and predictions from fluid-flow models (Ellis et al. 2015).

In Figure 10 we schematically compare the key features of northern vs. south-central Hikurangi wedges, using depth converted seismic line 05CM-04 in the north (Fig. 1a; Barker et al. 2009, 2018; Bell et al. 2010; Ellis et al. 2010; 2015) and transect ET2 from this paper in the south. While many of the features in Fig. 10 are speculative, in general the northern wedge has a higher and more variable taper, resulting from recent seamount subduction beneath the margin (Barker et al. 2018). Critical wedge equilibrium is not expected in the region, because the wedge responds transiently to the seamount passing below it, creating a flat top and steep frontal taper with a splay fault (e.g., Dominguez et al. 2000; Ellis et al. 2010; Morgan and Bangs, 2017). The northern Hikurangi wedge also includes several splay faults, some of which appear to intersect the interface in regions of low interseismic coupling (Mountjoy and Barnes, 2011). These splay faults may allow transient deformation and fluid flow (e.g., Shaddox and Schwartz, 2019). As a result, it is hard to infer the degree to which fluid overpressure is present in the northern wedge and/or along the basal décollement from analysing current wedge taper, as neither the taper nor the fluid pressure state is likely to reflect a steady state. The presence of bright reflectors and aseismic creep at depths as shallow as 15 km, accompanied by slow-slip reaching to very shallow levels, possibly to the trench (Wallace et al. 2004; Wallace et al. 2016), has been attributed to potentially higher (near-lithostatic) plate interface fluid pressure and/or more lithological heterogeneity there, in comparison to our study area (Fagereng and Ellis, 2009; Wallace et al. 2009; Bell et al. 2010; Bassett et al. 2014; Eberhart-Phillips and Bannister, 2015; Ellis et al. 2015; Saffer and Wallace, 2015). Numerical calculations for northern Hikurangi predict regions with substantial overpressure generated by porosity loss in the subducting sediments (Ellis et al. 2015). In addition, transient changes in fault slip styles, including slow slip, tremors,
earthquakes, and tsunamigenic earthquakes (Bell et al. 2010, 2014; Wallace et al. 2016; Todd et al. 2018; Shaddox and Schwartz, 2019) could reflect spatial and temporal fluid pressure and material heterogeneities (Kano et al. 2018).

In contrast to the north, the south-central wedge has features that are consistent with a critical wedge. The numerical model results from Section 3 show that there is a trade-off between wedge strength and the strength of the basal décollement to achieve criticality; but considering the low frictional strength of décollement zone phyllosilicates, we suggest that the south-central wedge may be only moderately overpressured, with a moderate (inner wedge) to high (outer wedge) fluid overpressure along the plate interface. If the shallow basal décollement is controlled by a smectite phyllosilicate rheology transitioning to frictionally stronger clays at depth, then the wedge can be critical with moderate overpressure (ca. 40-60% lithostatic) in the wedge, moderate overpressure on the décollement beneath the inner wedge (ca. 45-65% lithostatic), and higher fluid overpressure beneath the outer wedge (ca. 60-80% lithostatic; Fig. 7). Higher fluid pressures along the outer wedge décollement are consistent with enhanced compaction-related fluid sources during loading by the overlying wedge (e.g., Ellis et al., 2015), and because of the relative immaturity of faults in the outer wedge- i.e., a lack of well-developed, high-displacement faults with permeable damage zones acting as connected fluid pathways- may allow higher décollement fluid pressures to be maintained there, since networks of small-scale fractures in the fault damage zones and in the protothrust zone are unlikely to provide a continuous fluid pathway to the surface.

Insert Fig. 10 here
5. Conclusions

In this paper we have used numerical models of an interpreted south-central Hikurangi transect to investigate admissible wedge and décollement friction strength and fluid pressure conditions for a wide, low-tapered accretionary wedge. Physically realistic parameters for fluid pressure, and sediment and décollement friction based on laboratory experiments of weak phyllosilicates, have informed numerical models which are able to reproduce the present-day mechanics of the south-central Hikurangi wedge (transect ET2, based on seismic lines CM05-38-SO-191-4), with deformation currently focused near the toe of the wedge.

A wedge stability analysis of the present-day accretionary wedge points to either high to moderate fluid pressure on the plate interface, and/or or weak friction along the décollement to explain the present-day taper. The outer wedge décollement is predicted to have a weaker effective strength than the décollement beneath the inner consolidated wedge material. As predicted by previous studies, we have verified that the presence of weak faults in the wedge requires a weaker décollement and/or higher fluid pressure along the décollement to maintain the present-day taper, compared to the case where faults are not included in the models.

We have also investigated the effect of variations in material properties with depth. For the same friction values and fluid pressure ratios, increasing density and cohesion with depth make it slightly easier for the inner wedge to attain a stable taper. If a second, lower weak layer is present at the top of the subducting plate beneath the inner wedge, it can cause a stepdown in the décollement beneath Pōrangahau Ridge. While this stepdown can explain conditions leading to ridge uplift, such uplift does not influence wedge mechanics significantly unless the step-down is unrealistically sharp. The effects such a stepdown would have on limiting the extent of earthquake rupture and continuity of interface slip remains to be investigated.
In comparison to the northern Hikurangi wedge, which is unlikely to be in critical force balance, south-central Hikurangi can be at or near critical wedge equilibrium with moderate fluid pressures (even hydrostatic) in the wedge, provided there are moderate to high fluid overpressures along the basal décollement. Our results suggest that the low taper observed in wedges such as south-central Hikurangi is reproducible with a décollement strength based on friction measurements from laboratory experiments on weak clay minerals, and with an increase in frictional strength with temperature due to clay mineral transformations. The inner wedge may be stable or attain criticality only episodically as new material is incorporated into the wedge. The effective basal friction in the outer wedge is predicted to be low, increasing the probability that transient stress changes (e.g., from earthquake ruptures) may change the stress state there.
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Figures

Figure 1. (a) Tectonic setting of the Pacific-Australia subduction zone and the North Island of New Zealand (Figure modified from Ghisetti et al., 2016) showing shaded bathymetry, northern and south-central Hikurangi margin and offshore thrust faults of the modern accretionary wedge. Short black arrows are the vectors of relative motion between the Pacific and Australian plates (DeMets et al., 1994; Beavan et al., 2002) while black numerals show trench convergence rates in mm/yr (Wallace et al., 2004). Box indicates area shown in (b). Red dots locate the Tawataw-1 and Tithihoa-1 exploratory wells, respectively to the north and south (Field et al., 1997; Morgans et al., 1995). Thick yellow line shows the joined trace of the seismic reflection lines 05CM-38 and SO191-4 (Barnes et al., 2010; Ghisetti et al., 2016; Plaza-Faverola et al., 2016); location of northern line 05CM-04 (Barker et al., 2009) is also shown (thinner yellow line). (b) Closeup of study area. Red line shows the joined trace of the seismic reflection lines 05CM38 and SO191-4 (herein called “extended transect 2” (ET2)) (Ghisetti et al., 2016; Plaza-Faverola et al., 2016). Blue lines are the traces of neighbouring seismic reflection lines SO191-1 and SO191-6. Red dot shows Tawatawa-1 well. The approximate extent of Bennett Knoll seamount (BK) is shown with purple dashed line, and the protothrust zone is shown with yellow shading (Barnes et al., 2018). PR= Pōrangahau Ridge. Numbers F1-F18 refer to numbered thrust faults as defined by Ghisetti et al. (2016) and discussed in the text.
Figure 2. (a) Summary of the material properties and geometry of the present-day section ET2 on which the forward numerical model is based. The stack of imbricated units separated by prominent reflectors (R7, R6, R5b, R5, R4, R0) and the position of faults are based on the interpretation of seismic lines 05CM-38 and SO191-4 from Barnes et al. (2010); Ghisetti et al. (2016); Plaza Faverola et al. (2016) and Barnes et al. (2018). For the age of units bounded by reflectors R7 to R0 refer to Supplementary Note 1 and to Ghisetti et al. (2016). Dashed blue line = possible step-down in décollement investigated model P5 described later. APZ = Active Protothrust Zone from Barnes et al. (2018). (b) Simplified model setup where all wedge material is represented by one material property (orange). Either one or two different friction coefficients are assigned to the décollement for the inner vs. outer wedge (blue). Subducted sediment and lower plate are coloured grey. Black arrows indicate velocity boundary conditions (subducting plate) relative to a fixed backstop (upper part of left-hand boundary). The different taper between inner and outer wedges is labelled. $x = 0$ marks the western-most location of the restored Transect 2 from Ghisetti et al. (2016).
Figure 3. Illustration of the three main modes of wedge behaviour in model P1, with the model setup of Fig. 2b, but without faults. Results are shown after 5000 years of convergence. Colour shades show upward velocity (mm/yr), where red indicates zones of deformation where the wedge taper is growing (note that horizontal velocity component is not shown). The white curve highlights the location of the basal décollement. Arrows, and yellow region with black outline (vertical wedge displacement scaled up by (640×displacement/kyr) indicate the locus of vertical uplift. For all three panels, wedge friction coefficient $\mu_w = 0.8$, décollement friction coefficient $\mu_b = 0.3$, and faults are not included in the setup. (a) Mode 1 (stable sliding to toe) has wedge fluid pressure $\lambda_w = 0.8$ and high basal fluid overpressure ($\lambda_b = 0.95$). (b) Mode 2 (uplift of outer wedge, stable sliding inner wedge) is the same except $\lambda_b = 0.88$, and (c) mode 3 (uplift of inner wedge) has hydrostatic wedge and basal fluid pressure $\lambda_w = 0.4$ and $\lambda_b = 0.4$. 
Figure 4. Stability analysis for model P1. Uniform wedge and décollement frictional properties are assumed throughout. Wedge material has a small cohesion of 1 MPa and décollement has a cohesion of 0.1 MPa (Table 1). The red and black lines plot the \((\lambda_b, \lambda_w)\) values for which critical wedge theory predicts stable sliding for a taper of 2° (red, outer wedge) and 4° (black, inner wedge). The coloured dots are model results, as described in the legend. Grey shading indicates intermediate \((\lambda_b, \lambda_w)\) values for which part of the wedge is stable but not the whole wedge, based on model results. (a) Model P1a—basal décollement friction 0.3, wedge friction 0.8, no fault weakening. The grey region deviates from cohesion-less critical wedge theory bounds at high fluid pressures owing to the prescribed cohesion of 1 MPa. Red labels on y-axis indicate the three \((\lambda_b, \lambda_w)\) values used in Fig. 3. (b) the same as (a) except that décollement friction coefficient is 0.15. (c) Model P1b—fluid pressure ratio held constant and hydrostatic everywhere \((\lambda_b=\lambda_w=0.4)\) while wedge and décollement friction coefficient are varied. Bottom and left axes are wedge and décollement average friction coefficients \((\mu_w\) and \(\mu_b\)), respectively. Top and right-hand axes show equivalent angles of internal friction. (d) Same as (c) but for a fluid pressure ratio of 0.7 everywhere. In (b-d), red text at top of sub-figures highlights changed input parameter values cf. (a).
Figure 5. Stability analysis for model P2 where inclusion of the upper plate faults results in a weakened wedge. The dashed red and black lines plot the \((\lambda_b, \lambda_w)\) values for which cohesionless critical wedge theory (with no weak faults in the wedge) predicts stable sliding for a taper of 2° (red, outer wedge) and 4° (black, inner wedge). The solid red and black lines show predictions for critical wedge theory where the entire wedge has fault friction coefficient of 0.55. Grey shading indicates \((\lambda_b, \lambda_w)\) values with intermediate wedge stability, based on model results. (a) Basal décollement friction coefficient 0.3, wedge friction coefficient 0.8, fault friction coefficient 0.55, fault cohesion 0.1 MPa. The addition of weak faults shifts the grey zone towards higher values of \(\lambda_w\) relative to critical wedge predictions (as indicated by red arrows). (b) the same as (a) except that the décollement friction coefficient is reduced to 0.15. (c) An example showing the change in wedge mode as faults are progressively weakened, with an upward shift in the stability field (grey to pink shading, panel at right) causing a transition from mode 2 intermediate stability to mode 3 inner wedge deformation, as weak faults influence the overall strength in the wedge and return it to a subcritical state. Progressive weakening is illustrated by panels (i) no fault weakening; (ii) partial weakening with fault friction 0.55; (iii) extreme weakening with fault friction = décollement friction.
Figure 6. Stability analysis for model P3- investigating the role of increasing density and cohesion with depth and effective pressure. (a) Increase in cohesion and density with depth. Décollement shown in white. (b) Basal décollement friction coefficient 0.3, wedge friction coefficient 0.8, no faults. Décollement cohesion is 0.01 MPa, otherwise cohesion and density increase with depth as described in the text and shown in panel (c). The red and black lines plot the ($\lambda_0$, $\lambda_w$) values for which cohesionless critical wedge theory predicts stable sliding for a taper of 2° (red, outer wedge) and 4° (black, inner wedge). Grey shading indicates ($\lambda_0$, $\lambda_w$) values with intermediate wedge stability, based on model results. Grey dashed polygon indicates intermediate stability range from Fig. 4a (equivalent case with constant density and cohesion), for comparison. (c) Same as in (b) but with weak faults included. The weak faults have a low friction coefficient of 0.55, and a low cohesion of 0.1 MPa. Grey dashed polygon indicates intermediate stability range from Fig. 5a (equivalent case with constant density and cohesion), for comparison.
Figure 7. (a) Stability analysis for model P4, with weak faults and increasing density and cohesion with depth like model P3, but where the basal décollement friction coefficient is higher for the inner wedge than the outer wedge. Coloured circles show same modes as in previous models, but with an additional mode of wedge behaviour (“entire wedge deforms”) as indicated. (b) shows this additional mode, with uplift at the back, middle, and toe of the wedge. The coloured bold lines show the location of the inner (yellow) and outer (red) basal décollements.
Figure 8. Model P5, with a lower décollement present beneath the inner wedge (dashed blue line on Fig. 2a). Each panel shows regions that have high strain-rates (second invariant $>5 \times 10^{-15}$ s$^{-1}$) superimposed onto ET2 wedge stratigraphy from Fig. 2a). Actively straining faults are shown in black. Other frictionally weak fault zones are present in the model (red lines in Fig. 2a) but are not shown in this figure. Black line above the surface shows vertically exaggerated displacement profiles ($640 \times$displacement/kyr). (a) Model with no décollement step-down. Friction and fluid ratios have been selected to cause deformation of only the outer wedge and toe: wedge sediments have friction coefficient 0.8, fault friction coefficient 0.55, and hydrostatic wedge fluid pressure ratio $\lambda_w = 0.4$. Décollement has friction coefficient 0.3 and fluid overpressure ratio $\lambda_b = 0.8$. (b) The same model, but with a second weak décollement layer (located at the base of subducting sediment beneath the inner wedge) that is given the same frictional properties and fluid pressure ratio as the upper décollement. A gradual step-down occurs over a ca. 20 km-wide zone, resulting in insignificant additional low-amplitude uplift of the Pōrangahau Ridge region. (c) A model where the upper weak layer is cut off beneath Pōrangahau Ridge, forcing the décollement to step down sharply and producing uplift rates comparable in magnitude to those at the toe of the wedge.
Figure 9. Curves indicating minimum décollement fluid pressure ratio required, vs. wet sediment décollement friction coefficient, as predicted by critical wedge theory for (a) hydrostatic fluid pressure in the wedge; and (b) moderate overpressure in the wedge. Blue curve is for the lower-tapered outer wedge and red curve is for the higher taper of the inner wedge. Based on Fig. 6b, we take required effective friction coefficient $(\mu_\text{bo})' \leq 0.08$ (a) and $\leq 0.04$ (b); and $(\mu_\text{bi})' \leq 0.15$ (a) and $\leq 0.08$ (b), respectively. For comparison, a range of stable sliding friction coefficients for saturated 100% montmorillonite and 100% illite are shown (black solid arrow, labelled; based on Morrow et al., 2017 (saturated montmorillonite), Saffer and Marone, 2003 (illite), Ikari et al. 2009a (illite), Behnsen and Faulkner, 2012 (illite and montmorillonite)). Dashed lines represent illite-quartz and montmorillonite-quartz mixture strengths in Tembe et al. (2010) and Ikari et al. (2009a). Note that decreasing amounts of clays within a gouge or mélangé will result in increasing strength (e.g., Fagereng and Sibson, 2010; Tembe et al., 2010) unless the clays form a continuous foliation along which sliding occurs (e.g., Collettini et al., 2009) or the mixture slips coseismically (e.g. Faulkner et al., 2011).
Figure 10. Schematic comparison between (a) northern Hikurangi (profile 05CM-04 offshore Gisborne; Barker et al., 2009, 2018; Bell et al., 2010; Ellis et al., 2010; 2015; Antriasian et al., 2019) and (b) south-central Hikurangi (profile ET2 discussed in this paper). Subducting sediment shown in light blue, subducting lower plate in grey, and wedge in yellow. Major thrust faults in red. Blue arrows indicate fluid pathways. More fluid sources and upward fluid connectivity from the subducting slab in the north vs. the south are speculatively indicated, based on fluid chemistry showing a greater slab-derived component in the north (Reyes et al., 2010) and inferences about slab dehydration state from plate reconstructions and tomography (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 2017).
### Table 1. Model parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Model P1a [P1b]</th>
<th>Model P2</th>
<th>Models P3-P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friction</td>
<td>Cohesion (MPa)</td>
<td>Bulk Density (kg m$^{-3}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subducting plate</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subducting sediment</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Décollement</td>
<td>$\mu_b = 0.15$ or 0.30 [variable]</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wedge sediment</td>
<td>$\mu_w = 0.8$ [variable]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper plate Faults</td>
<td>$\mu_f = \mu_w$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Basal fluid pressure ratio $\lambda_b$</em></td>
<td>0.4-0.95 [0.4 or 0.7]*</td>
<td>0.4-0.95</td>
<td>0.4-0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Average wedge fluid pressure ratio $\lambda_w$</em></td>
<td>0.4-0.95 [0.4 or 0.7]*</td>
<td>0.4-0.95</td>
<td>0.4-0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Fault fluid pressure ratio $\lambda_f$</em></td>
<td>$\simeq \lambda_w$</td>
<td>$\simeq \lambda_w$</td>
<td>$\simeq \lambda_w$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that in model P1b (Fig. 4c, d), friction coefficients are varied whilst fluid pressure ratios $\lambda_b$ and $\lambda_w$ are held constant at 0.4 or 0.7, as indicated in square brackets. **In model P5, there is an additional décollement at the interface between subducting sediment and the subducting plate, with the same properties.*